2023 CMP JUNIOR SMALLBORE RIFLE PURCHASE PROGRAM
Savage Mark I-FVT and Savage Mark II-FVT

This special junior smallbore rifle purchase program is offered by the CMP and Savage Sports Corporation to assist CMP-affiliated junior shooting programs in obtaining, at special purchase prices, smallbore target rifles that are especially suited for junior training and competition.

SAVAGE MARK I-FVT and SAVAGE MARK II-FVT

- **Mark I-FVT** – LEFT AND RIGHT HANDED AVAILABLE. Bolt action, single shot, with Savage AccuTrigger®, caliber .22 rimfire.
- **Mark II-FVT** – LEFT AND RIGHT HANDED AVAILABLE. Bolt Action, 5 rounds, detachable magazine, with Savage AccuTrigger®, caliber .22 rimfire.
- 39.5” overall length, 21” heavy barrel, 5.25 lbs weight (Mark I-FVT), 6 lbs weight (Mark II-FVT). Length of Pull is 13.5 inches
- Black synthetic stock with sling attachment stud. Slings and sling swivels must be purchased separately.
- Equipped with Williams receiver sight that is click adjustable for windage and elevation. The hooded front sight comes with interchangeable apertures.

Tax for the following states must be included:
PA residents 7.00%, CO residents 8.25%, CT residents 6.35%, MA residents 6.25% and MN residents 7.125%. The price does not include any additional fee that your FFL dealer may charge for handling the FFL transaction.

PURCHASE REQUIREMENTS FOR ORGANIZATIONS

1. Purchasing organizations must be CMP affiliates with a junior rifle marksmanship activity or be youth camps employing instructors who are trained and certified through a CMP Instructor Training Course (ITC).
2. Clubs, teams or camps may order as many rifles as they wish as long as they can demonstrate that the rifles will be used for their junior marksmanship program and are not for resale or other re-transfer to individuals.
3. To become eligible for purchase, an authorized representative of the affiliated organization must submit the Application Form in this brochure to the CMP. The CMP will confirm eligibility to purchase and forward a Rifle Purchase Eligibility Certificate to the organization. The organization may then obtain a signed FFL from a local FFL dealer and send the completed rifle order and FFL directly to Savage.

HOW TO OBTAIN A RIFLE PURCHASE ELIGIBILITY CERTIFICATE

- Complete the Application Form on the reverse side and forward it to: CMP Club Rifle Sales, P.O. Box 576, Port Clinton, OH 43452 or email it to: clubs@thecmp.org.
- The CMP will determine the applicant organization’s eligibility to purchase. The CMP will send a Rifle Purchase Eligibility Certificate to each approved applicant together with instructions for ordering Savage Mark I-FVT and Mark II-FVT rifles.

HOW TO ORDER SAVAGE MARK I-FVT AND MARK II-FVT RIFLES

- Complete the Order Form provided by the CMP with the Rifle Purchase Eligibility Certificate.
- Contact a local FFL (Federal Firearms License) dealer who will receive the rifle and transfer it to the purchaser. Obtain a signed copy of a dealer’s FFL.
- Forward the completed Order Form, Rifle Purchase Eligibility Certificate, signed FFL copy and payment for the rifle(s) and shipping to, Savage Arms, 118 Mountain Road, Suffield, CT 06078. Contact information: Phone – 800-370-0708 option 3, email – salessupport@savagearms.com, fax – 860-668-2168. Payment may be made by check, money order or credit card. No COD orders will be accepted. Please make checks payable to SAVAGE ARMS.
- Savage Sports Corporation will ship the rifle(s) directly to the FFL dealer for delivery to the purchaser.
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Application Form For CMP-Affiliated Organizations
2023 CMP Junior Smallbore Rifle Purchase Program
Savage Mark I-FVT and Savage Mark II-FVT

Name of Organization
________________________________________________________________

Location
________________________________________________________________

CMP Affiliation Status (Check one)
☐ CMP Affiliated Club ....................... CMP Club #____________________
☐ High School Team or JROTC Unit .. Affiliate #____________________
☐ Youth Camp .......................... Affiliate #____________________
☐ Youth Camp with CMP ITC-trained rifle instructors or counselors

Purchase Eligibility Affirmation:
Our organization is affiliated in good standing with the CMP.
Our organization currently conducts a junior rifle marksmanship program—please describe:
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Name of Organization Representative
________________________________________________________________

Position or Title in Organization (Must be an Officer) __________________________

Mailing Address
________________________________________________________________________

Daytime Phone __________________________ Email Address ______________________

Name of FFL Dealer that will receive the rifle
________________________________________________________________________

Signature __________________________ Date __________________________

The signature by the above named officer certifies the accuracy and truthfulness of the information on this Application Form.

The ownership of this rifle will be lawful in the jurisdictions in which our organization conducts its activities. We agree that the rifle(s) being purchased will be used by our organization for youth training and is not being purchased for resale.

FORWARD COMPLETED APPLICATION TO: CMP Program Sales, P.O. Box 576, Port Clinton, OH 43452 or email to clubrifle@thecmp.org. For more information, contact: (419) 635-2141 ext. 753